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FEATURES

When technicians need to patch or update a workstation or server, or even just install a new software 
package, there is always a risk of unforeseen side-effects or compatibility issues. In these situations, the 
ability to roll back updates or undo configuration changes by restoring the system to a previous state can be 
priceless. For this reason, ad-hoc imaging and recovery is a tool that every technician needs in their toolkit.

Macrium Technicians License enables technicians to use a portable application running on a bootable USB 
stick to create an image of any workstation they need to work on, and restore it quickly whenever necessary. 
The Standard Technicians License also allows imaging of up to 10 servers, while the Enterprise Technicians 
License enables unlimited server imaging.

For larger organisations, Macrium Deployment Kit uses a similar approach to allow up to five technicians 
not only to service existing servers and workstations, but also to create and deploy images to new or 
replacement machines, quickly and efficiently.
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Snapshot imaging and rapid bare-
metal restores of an unlimited 
number of workstations.

Server imaging for up to 10 servers 
with the Standard license, or 
unlimited servers with the Enterprise 
license or Deployment Kit.

Full functionality of a single copy 
of Macrium Reflect Server Edition, 
which may be installed on one 
machine at a time. 

Portable application support enabling 
technicians to run the tool from a 
bootable USB stick, without installing 
software on the target machine.

Simple licensing model based on an 
annual subscription per technician, with 
discounts applying from year two onwards.

Free upgrade protection during 
the subscription period, enabling 
technicians to take advantage of the 
latest functionality.

Premium technical support to 
ensure peace of mind.

Master image creation and 
deployment to accelerate the setup 
of new or replacement machines 
(Deployment Kit only).



Macrium Technicians License provides an insurance policy in case a maintenance 
task on a server or workstation runs into difficulties. By taking a snapshot of the 
system before the maintenance work begins, the Technicians License ensures that the 
technician can quickly restore the machine to its prior state. This can save hours of 
effort and frustration, helping technicians work more efficiently and complete more 
maintenance jobs in less time.

Key benefits of Macrium Technicians License

•  Enable flexible imaging and restoration to minimise maintenance time per machine
• Increase availability by reducing the risk of overrunning maintenance windows
• Lift technicians’ productivity and cut overall IT maintenance costs

As well as including all the functionality of the Enterprise Technicians License, 
Macrium Deployment Kit also adds the ability for up to five technicians to create and 
install master images on new servers or workstations. This can massively accelerate 
the setup of new machines, and reduce the amount of time technicians need to spend 
installing software.

Key benefits of Macrium Deployment Kit

• Support larger IT landscapes with up to five technicians working simultaneously
• Deploy software on new machines faster, and get users up and running more quickly 
• Reduce the costs of provisioning and maintenance by standardising deployments

BENEFITS
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To find out more about Macrium Technicians License and 
Macrium Deployment Kit, please visit 
www.macrium.com/pages/Technicians-license-explained.aspx

or contact our sales team at 
sales@macrium.com
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